Systematic screening for polymorphisms in the CYP3A4 gene in the Chinese population.
Cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) is a major CYP enzyme in the liver and intestine. It is involved in the metabolism of over 50% of all drugs currently in use. The present study was designed to determine the genetic basis of CYP3A4 variability. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis of the CYP3A4 gene was performed on 60 healthy Chinese subjects consisting of 20 Han, 30 She and ten Dong subjects, using direct sequencing. Linkage disequilibrium, haplotype inference and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were also determined for these samples. A total of 20 SNPs were found in the CYP3A4 gene, including 11 known SNPs and nine novel SNPs. The known SNPs detected in our study were CYP3A4*1B, CYP3A4*1G, CYP3A4*10, CYP3A4*13, CYP3A4*14, CYP3A4*15, CYP3A4*17, CYP3A4*18, rs3091339, rs3091430 and rs28371761, and the novel SNPs were -658 A-->C, G27A (E10K), T48A, G14284A (G167D), A15623G (N191D), C15635A (L196I), T15656C (F203L), G14199A (intron 5) and C15566T (intron 6). The allelic frequencies found in our sample varied from 1-37%. The novel SNPs detected in the CYP3A4 gene suggest that the Chinese population has different patterns of allele frequency compared with other populations. Several SNPs were detected in the CYP3A4 gene. The study of genetic variants in CYP3A4 may have an important significance for the understanding of genotype and phenotype relationships.